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to make purchase decision as tactile perception provides
people with much information when they are evaluating a
product, especially in the textile category. In clothing
shops, consumers like to touch the clothes with their hands
(also called fabric hand) to assess clothes for different
properties. The definition of fabric hand is the estimated
quality of a fabric evaluated via response of the sense of
touch [12,25]. Consumers assess clothes properties of
clothes, such as how soft or thick the fabric is, by
interacting tactilely with the fabric. It was found that tactile
interaction products had influence on evaluation process
and the tendency to purchase, leading to an increasing
attention on touching in marketing [24]. The study reported
in [22] suggested that industry should pay attention to the
touching as they might be benefit from taking perception of
touch sensation into account in their future development
[22]. This project aims at using sensing technology to
gather quantitative data on handling textile and test the
possibility of automatic classification on the hand
movement in textile assessment in terms of what properties
of a product a customer is evaluating and customer rating of
such product properties.

ABSTRACT

Tactile experience is an important part of the shopping
experience, yet it is missing from the online shopping.
Fashion and fabric industries need to improve their products
based on consumers’ fabric hand perception; however,
consumers have difficulty in describing their touching
experience verbally. Hence, this project conducted two
experiments to study the feasibility of crowdsourcing
quantitative fabric-hand perception captured via wearable
sensors to boost online shopping experience and textile
communication in industries. This project includes two
research goals. Firstly, whether the Electromyography
(EMG) and motion data captured from both hands via
wearable sensors can be used to automatically detect what
property a person is assessing. Secondly, whether properties
rating can be predicted based on hand movement data. An
Android APP, GForceTextileHand, was developed to allow
the experiment to be conducted in wild. This project made
an innovation by including two arms as the textile hand and
a larger variety of textiles by levering participants’
wardrobe. The success of these two models confirmed the
feasibility of inferring fabric-hand perception from
wearable sensors. Future direction could involve build a
two-layer model to detect property being evaluated firstly
and then predict the property rating.

1.1 Motivation
Textile communication in industries

Traditional methods of collecting data on subjective hand of
textiles include questionnaires and interviews [10], but
normal people may not have the professional knowledge
and skills on fabrics like fashion designer or textile
designer to accurately express their tactile perceptions
verbally [40]. Introducing Low-cost wearable sensors to
collect feedback from customers in quantitative
measurements may enhance textile communication between
designer and consumers better as well as communication
between experts like fashion designer and textile designers
[34].
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1. INTRODUCTION

The sense of touch is an important sense when people need
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shopping
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experience
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Due to the development of the Internet and the delivery
industry, many consumers now purchase garments online.
However, tactile experience that consumers highly rely on
to make purchasing decision and gain pleasure from is
absent from online shopping. They can only imagine
whether the tactile sensation of a garment meets their needs
through the textual description of the material, or the photos
of the product provided by the website or the merchant or
text-based customers’ reviews. It was reported by Financial
Time that a lack of the tactile information, consumer may
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order unsuitable products and result in the returning of
products, which result in both money and energy waste [1].
Therefore, how to record the tactile information of the
product and how to present it on the digital screens to make
user more intuitively feel the touch and comfort of the
fabric are very worthy of attention. That is essential to
improve online shopping for customers and cooperative
works for designers [35]. The potential approach is
crowdsourcing of how people touch a product and their
tactile perception of the properties without the person
having to explicitly feedback.

the gestures that are used most frequently by participants
when exploring soft material. Cary’s work and the work
reported in [8] show that seeing someone touching fabrics
affect the perception of the properties of that fabrics. For
example, the speed of caressing seems to affect the level of
softness [8]. This means the difference in properties will
attract different tactile interaction with fabrics and implies
the possibility of developing a taxonomy that can be used in
the fabric and fashion industries to measure and describe
textile by subjective textile hand. Besides, the hand
movement for exploring properties can also be classified. A
few studies [20,45] have already shown that it may be
feasible to build a model to automatic classifying the
people’ hand movement based on the EMG
(Electromyogram) and motion data gathered via wearable
sensors. Those studies were however based on lab studies
using a small set of 6 textiles questioning the reliability of
their findings across a larger set of textiles and textile that
are part of garments rather than simple textile samples.
Based on the previous studies, we have redesigned the
study by working with participants’ own wardrobe and set
the two research questions were included in this project:

Crowdsourcing tactile perception of fabric

Crowdsourcing is considered to be a feasible and low-cost
method in presentation and communication of the tactile
experience digitally [16]. As we know, products’ review
form other customers on quality and how the product feel to
touch can also help consumers to know about a product
before they decide to purchase it [9], hence crowdsourcing
other consumers ‘ tactile perception a product can work as
an alternative for assessing product by touching. In the past,
the study of crowdsourcing [7,16] in the fashion or fabric
industry has been mainly in the form of text. However, as
mentioned above, ordinary people do not express their
tactile experience of fabrics as well as those working in the
field, and then the validity of the data collected may be
reduced. It would be interesting to see if there could be an
attempt to develop crowdsourcing of the tactile experience
of textiles multimodally via sensing technology gathering
motion data from users’ hands. This was done to collect the
subjective hand of the textiles of ordinary users in an
objective way.

Can we recognize what property of garments is a person
evaluating by using their muscle and hand movement
features from wearable sensors? Here we let each
participants selected their garments from their wardrobe
rather than using the same set of textiles.
Given that we know the property, can we use the same
sensor data to predict the rating the person will give for
each of the property evaluated for a specific garment

Boost development in slow fashion

To investigate the research questions, an experiment was
conducted to gather sample data of touching experience via
Wearable sensors. In the experiments, participants were
asked to evaluate 5 properties (Smoothness, Thickness,
Warmth, Flexibility, and Softness) of the 6 clothes selected
from their own wardrobe and their enjoyment in touching
fabrics. An additional novelty of this study with respect to
the previous studies is the wild environment setting. The
experiments were carried out at participants’ home and the
data collection process was carried out by the participants’
themselves after receiving the sensors. The wearable
sensors used to the gather data in project is GForcePro+
from OYMotion (see Figure 1) [46], which is built with a
medical level EMG sensors and IMU (Inertial Measurement
Unit) motion sensors, allowing two types been gathered at
the same time. In previous studies a single device was used
[20,45], but this experiment used two bracelets to collect
data from the user's left and right hands simultaneously, as
in real life people would use both hands to touch the fabric.
A mobile app, GForceTextileHand, was purposely
developed by this MSc project candidate and installed on a
phone, allowing the participants to collect data by
themselves at home. The software developed is now made
available through the Github [27]. As the amount of data is
critical to assess the building and accuracy of machine

Since fast fashion has become mainstream, consumers do
not reflect much during the purchasing of garments (e.g., do
they really like it, how it feels, or how comfortable it is to
wear) and this leads to high and quick discarding garments.
This creates a lot of waste, and it was reported that for each
year, around 300,000 tonnes of textile waste were disposed
and sent to landfill or incinerators [13]. Developing a new
way of demonstrating the handling of textile experience on
to engage customers in knowing textiles better will make
them have a critical thinking on fashion products and
purchase the products they really need. This innovative
tactile interaction with textiles may boost a more
sustainable consumer behaviour and slow down the process
of purchasing.
1.2 Objectives

Previous work [39] has shown that people that there is a
language of touch that can provide information of what the
person is sensing and possibly what a person is
experiencing. It is necessary to build further evidence of
this relationship between tactile patterns and people
experiences. Cary found in [8] that the properties of the
fabric influenced people's touching behaviour. The findings
showed that people use different gestures when they assess
different properties. For example, rubbing and stroking are
2

learning models [45], participants were asked to run the
study twice on different days and different clothes
Discriminant Analysis was applied to analyse and build a
classification-based model and based on findings, we
discuss the implications on the opportunity for
crowdsourcing of textile.

Therefore, tactile experience is an essential element in the
shopping process, but it is still lacked in online shopping,
which is a popular and fast-growing shopping approach.
Online shopping platforms use pictures, videos or text
descriptions as common alternatives to convey to
consumers how a textile-based product feels to the touch.
However, these information cannot replace the tactile
feedback produced from the tactile interaction, and the lack
of tactile for those who regard tactile interaction as an
indispensable element in product evaluation will make them
feel frustrated and unconfident [31]. 9.4% of the reasons
why people are disappointed with clothes when shopping
online are because they cannot touch the clothes [47] .
2.2 Textile hand

The human hand is a sensitive instrument with the ability of
detecting small differences in fabric properties [15] Boos
said that “Hand is used in the evaluation of fibre, yarn,
fabric and garments as well as finishing technology” [6].
The hand of textiles was firstly studied by Peirece in a
project on objective estimation of hand related properties in
the 1930. There are various of definition of the hand of
textiles and not a uniform definition of it. Hoffman and
Beste believe that the hand of textile may convey
impressions both from visual and tactile sensation, and they
are produced from gestures including touching, squeezing,
rubbing and so on [15]. It is regarded as a person’s
estimation on clothes, referring to the tactile information
gathered from the fingers and thumb [42]. Kobayashi thinks
it as a textile evaluation by tactile perception, posing an
influence on consumer preferences for fabric products [38].
It is defined as a feeling coming from fabrics’ mechanical
properties [18]. Both mechanical properties of the textiles
and the psychological perception were considered in the
hand of the textile, making it challenging to have a certain
definition of it over a long time [18,21], but this implies
that both objective hand and subjective hand should be
considered.

Figure 1 GForcePro+: Wearable Sensor
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Touching sensation in shopping

The sense of touch is very important to people as people
can experience tactile, haptic, temperature and pain
sensations through their skin according to how this is
touched [5] It was found that tactile experience is an
important sensory modality for evaluation and selection of
commodities. Especially, when people are evaluating
fashion product, it was found to be one of the most
significant sensory modality to evaluate or compare
products [37]. The tactile information gain from the touch
sensation can enhances customer’s confidence in product
[31]. This is why it is able to enrich people’s shopping
experience significantly in physical- store [37]. Apart from
boosting shopping experience, for textile-based products
that are enjoyable to touch, the tactile experience in
exploring them is likely to persuade people to make more
informed shopping decision as tactile interaction makes
them know about fabric thoroughly [28]. Other researchers
also mention that tactile information in shopping experience
contributes to both the persuasiveness and the aesthetic
appreciation of the product [17,30]. According to Peck and
Childers [31], people who rely highly on their tactile
perceptions in their assessments of products can feel less
confident and more frustrated while evaluating products
that they cannot touch. When making shopping decision for
clothing product, customers take feedback from tactile
modalities into account rather than only rely on visual
feedback [32].

The objective hand usually focusses on the physical
properties, mechanical properties, making difference in the
hand of textile. These elusive mechanical properties are
usually studies via the language of molecular structure to
identify a possible improvement in the production of fibre
[14]. There is a series of standards for textile assessment
built from prior work. For example, Primary Hand Values
(PHVs) and Total Hand Value (THV), which are proposed
by the Hand Evaluation and Standardisation Committee
(HESC), a committee that develops a commercial objective
evaluation system for fashion industries in Japan. These
two values are found to play an essential role in the final
selection of the fabric [19]. The SiroFAST system for
objective measurements of fabric mechanical properties
which mainly applied in garments manufacture [4]. Fabric
Automated Modular and Optimisation Universal System
(FAMOUS) makes measurement under a complex load
similar to real usage of the textiles possible [41]. However,
these approaches cannot cover all aspects of the hand of
3

textiles, for example, ring method and the slot method
which provide specific data on drapability and frictional
features. They give information concerning drapability and
frictional features of textile materials [5]. In addition, these
methods have been considered only partially capture the
way people experience them [3]. This has led researcher in
the textile field to study how non-expert touch and
experience fabrics through their hand rather than simply
using objective measurement. Besides, these machines are
very expensive and not scalable to crowdsourcing
opportunities in shops or people home.

experience of touching textile and to communicate it with
others at work are really important, and Designers reported
to be surprised of how their experiences were captures by
the pocket-tool and though that the Pocket-tool or similar
tool could help them with the articulation and
communication of their experience [34].
For non-experts who have less professional knowledge
about tactile, touching fabric is an essential mean to assess
textile and make purchasing decisions. Atkinson et al.
found that consumers tend to use a set of gestures to
evaluate the garments via touch sensation in a retail
environment. For example, the two most common gestures
are using the thumb and forefinger to either rub or stroke
the edge of the garment [2]. The Cary’s study result shows
that there is a map between gestures and fabric properties
when participants were exploring textiles via touching.
Rubbing is the most common gesture in touching both soft,
hard, and rough fabrics, while stroking and squeezing are
also common in exploration of hard textile; for smooth and
light fabrics, lifting appears most frequently; and for 'heavy'
fabrics, it is stroking, grasping, and lifting. Soufflet et al.
conducted research on comparing the ability of non-experts
and experts to discern the difference in degree of four
properties which are descripted by four bipolar words
(Rough-Smooth, Thick- Thin, Warm-Cool, and StiffFlexible). The results present there is no significant
difference between experts and non-experts in perceptual
level, but experts perform better in verbally describing their
tactile perception and can tell the distinction from more
dimensions [40].

The subjective hand analysis is mainly about studying
users’ experience and opinion on textiles in terms of
physiological reaction of people rather than physicality of
the material. Interview and questionnaire are key
approaches in methodologies collecting users’ feedback on
textiles which are shown to them [10]. These methods are
designed according to the consumer’s appreciation of the
material by tactile sensation. These methodologies usually
designed with a set of single or bipolar hand descriptors by
which evaluator are able to describe the fabric material
when they are doing hand measurements [6]. For example,
a set of bipolar terms (Limp–crisp, Scratchy–silky Fine–
coarse, Light–heavy, Smooth-rough, Thick–thin, Firm–
sleezy, Hard–soft, Flexible–stiff) were used in the study of
fabric hand conducted by Winakor and Kim [44]. A set of
single descriptors (Stiffness, Smoothness, Fullness,
Liveliness, Crispness, Scroopy, Flexible and Soft, and Soft)
were mentioned in Kawabata’s book [18]. These descriptors
were used to communicate the rating of the meaningful
standards against the fabric being evaluated. Unfortunately,
such assessments are limited by the subjectivity of the selfreport and limited awareness and difficulty people have in
reporting their experience. Assessment from experts and
non-experts

2.3 Crowdsourcing of textile hand

Support digital touch experience of textiles is essential to
enhance online shopping experience for customers and
communication in work for designers [35]. Crowdsourcing
the information is an essential technology to advancement
in these fields. Crowdsourcing can also help
communication of the touch experience of textiles[16].
Hughes et al. applied crowdsourcing technology to gathered
feedback of consumers on fashion products in terms of
tactile experiences via a website. The participants were
interested in playing both roles, information receiver and
providers, implying this is a promising technology in online
communication of experience of handling textiles [16].
Burton et el. used VizWiz to crowdsource the fashion
advice for blind people, which indicated that it is possible
to applied crowdsourcing for subjective feedback for the
garments [7]. These studies confirmed that crowdsourcing
is able to well in helping people to make more informed
choices. However, previous studies [7,16] have focused on
crowdsourcing of verbal information of touching textiles,
but as found in the previous research [40], non-experts who
lack of professional knowledge in textile evaluation by
hands may not be able describe their tactile perception well.
In addition, the variety in what people experienced before
would influence their tactile perception of current input,
which would make construction of a consistent language for

In fashion industry and fabric industry, opinions from
experts and non-experts are important. Experts like fashion
designer and textile designers rely heavily on their innate
knowledge and the knowledge gained from their training
and experience from working as a designer to have a tactile
interaction with the textiles to evaluate the physical
characteristics and aesthetics, and then decide whether
using them in their work [11]. This view is supported by
Petreca who believes designers rely heavily on their
‘sensorial awareness build through experience’ to choose
suitable textile [33]. To study how designers evaluate and
choose textile, a tool called Pockect-tool was applied in
Bruna’s Research. This tool visually shows how much
pressure was applied for the designers. Designers
participating in this study had a positive attitude toward the
Pocket-tool and the information on how they touch the
textile, and they believed that it can be used as a support
tool that record their tactile interaction process. They could
also see how others explore the tactile via Pockect-tool,
which is valuable information for them. It is found that
most designers think that being able to articulate the
4

tactile communication become challenging. Obrist et al.
also mentioned that the cultural or individual differences in
verbal expression of touch and the lack of vocabulary to
describe the feeling from touch sensations hinder
construction of a systematic verbal description of fabrics
[29]. This indicates that verbal information cannot be the
only form of crowdsourcing for the hand of textile.
Therefore, to create effective digital touch experience,
tactile interaction with fabric should be recorded by sensors
and crowdsourced in the form of qualitative data [35].

wearable sensor which can record kinematic data (IMU and
EMG data) for hand activities when participants were
assessing the textiles. The result gained from discriminant
analysis on automatic recognition of textile properties from
kinematic data gathered in experimental circumstance was
positive, and 36.5% of cases were recognized correctly. The
accuracies for five properties are all above chance level
threshold 20%. The result prove that people tend to use
specific gestures to evaluate specific feature of fabrics,
which fit the result in previous study [8]. However, the
model failed to classify the data gathered in the field
environment. The failure may result from the difference in
the environment influence participants’ tactile interaction
with textiles and by the type of textile used in the lab (only
6 textiles and not at all clothes as in the shopping data
collection). The model shows increased reliability with the
field data added to the experimental data, suggesting the
importance of large dataset for the accuracy of the model.
Besides, it might be caused by the lack of sample data, as
the accuracy was improved after combining data for two
experimental settings. Unfortunately, this was very limited
to only 6 clothes and only to 24 participants. In addition, as
in [20], only one arm movement was considered. Even
though, this project was only partially successful, it still
showed the feasibility of use sensors to record the hand of
textile that can be crowdsourced and then be used to
demonstrate the on the digital shopping and tactile
communication.

2.4 Sensor based capturing and classification of the
textile hand

Recently, a set of studies [20,45], have explored how to use
sensing technology to record gestures or hand movement in
fabric handling for subjective fabric property assessment.

One of example case is from Wang [20], the project aims at
identifying the feasibility of sensing device incorporating
electromyography (EMG) and accelerometer modules to
capture the tactile experience of subjective hand of textile.
In the first part of the project, participants were asked to
explore four fabrics by hands freely and rate for four
properties (softness, warmth, thickness, and smoothness) of
the fabrics. The results showed that the accuracy for
classifying gestures used for properties (Warmth, Thickness
or Smoothness) was 55.1%, an above chance accuracy, and
meaning that it is possible to use handling textile data
collected by EMG and Acceleration sensory to tell which
property people are assessing. The result for each individual
property was better than chance level, with 65% for
warmth, 69.2 % for thickness and 63% for smoothness. The
accuracy for automatic identified the valence of each
property perceived by participants were also above chance
and fluctuated between 65,4% and 69.2%. In part two of the
project, participants were asked to assess the textile in term
of enjoyment by using four pre-defined gestures (caressing,
scratching, squeezing, and rubbing) varying in moving
speed and strength. This aimed to identify if changes in
speed and strength would influence the enjoyment of
handling textile. The result gained from discriminant
analysis from this part was highly positive with the
accuracy of 75.4%. The positive results from this study
implied the possibility of sensing technologies in
identifying the tactile experience on feeling fabric by hands,
and the application of crowdsourcing system on movement
data to enhance digital experience on online shopping or
textile communication. A limitation of this study is that the
study was carried out in the lab using sensors on one arm
only and only 6 fabrics, the same 6 fabrics for all the
participants.

In our study we build on the work [20,45] by extending the
modelling to two arms as the textile hand generally include
two gestures and to a larger variety of clothes and textiles
by levering participants’ wardrobe. Besides, we run the
study in people’s home through a applications that people
can use on their own.
3. RESEARCH METHOD

The aim of the study was to investigate the possibility to
build a sensor-based wearable system that can: i) infer what
characteristic a person is assessing when touching textile
and ii) also the rating a person would give to each assessed
property of the textile. The project aimed to extend the
previous work by extending the work to a larger set of
fabrics chosen from the wardrobe of each participant, and
by letting the participants gather the data on their own as a
first in the wild exploration. Finally, we aim to explore the
language people use to describe their tactile experience
beyond the typical six properties discussed below.
The study had been approved by the UCL Research Ethics
Committee (Project ID Number: 5095/00167). The longterm aim is to build smart chatbot that can assist shopping
or material management. In this part of the study, we focus
on 5 main textile properties that emerge from the literature
plus the sense of enjoyment. We present here the data
collection protocol and the collected data. The results for
each of the questions are presented in two separate sections.

A similar project [45] also explored the possibility of
crowdsourcing of tactile experience collected from arm
motion sensors of textiles. In this study, participants were
required to evaluate five properties (smoothness, softness,
warmth, thickness, and durability) of the textiles in lab
environment and in physical shopping environment. A
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3.1 Participants

GForceTextileHand, and the full UI can be seen in the user
manual as in the appendix I. The app was developed in
Android studio using java and was based on the SDK [49]
interface provided by the device company. This interface is
mainly used for the connection of devices and data
acquisition (sensors and participant’s rating & clothing) and
data storing. The acquisition rate of the device is adjusted
from 1000 to 500 because both left- and right-hand devices
need to be connected at the same time, a requirement
imposed by the wearable design in order to reduce the data
loss due to the amount of interference between the two
devices. The software developed connected to SQLite to
store experimental data as well as EMG data and Euler
Angle data. SQLite is a C-language library that implements
a high-performance SQL database engine [50]. In fact, the
software is designed to collect other IMU data including
accelerometer, gyroscope, magnificent, and quaternion. Not
all movement data were used for the analysis as redundant
and due to time constraints. In addition, it was decided to
focus more on in depth exploration of the EMG data for the
project and leave further analysis of the collected
movement data for a second part of the work as they were
quite noisy (e.g., Gymbal lock problems).

9 participants (8 females and 1 male) were recruited, and 8
participants were students from human computer
Interaction departments of University College London, and
one was student recruited from another university. The age
range of the participants was from 20 to 27. All participants
were Chinese and were right-handed. Participants were
rewarded with 35 pounds Amazon gift voucher for their
time spent on the experiment. All participants were
informed about the experiment content and process and
signed the consent form before they started the
experiments.
3.2 Hand movement data collection
3.2.1 Material
Wearable sensing Devices

Two gForcePro+ EMG Armbands(see Figure 1) from
OYMotion were used in the experiment [46]. Each
gForcePro+ EMG armband, with built-in 8-channel highsensitive EMG and 9-Axis motion sensors, Bluetooth
BLE4.2 and an elastic armband design, allows to measure
the raw EMG and motion data (available in various
standard format) when the person interact with the material.
In our study, the 8 EMG channels data and 3-axes Euler
Angle movement data were used in this work. In this
project, two armbands were used to collect both left- and
right-hand raw EMG and motion data. There were labels on
armbands to distinguish between left- and right- one.
Phone

An Android phone(Figure 2) (Moto g9 power)[48] installed
with developed data collection App was given to users to
make gathering data at home possible. The operation
system is Android™ 10 with Qualcomm® Snapdragon™
662 Mobile Processor and Bluetooth® 5.0.

Figure 3 Sample User Interface (Exploring and rating) from
GForceTextileHand App
Clothes

All of the clothes included in this experiment were selected
from participants’ wardrobe. As this experiment was
intended to be explore clothes in a wild environment as ha
they do in daily life, they were encouraged to choose
clothes from wardrobe according to their own preferences.
The only requirement was that they had to choose as many
different types of clothes as possible to ensure that they
were different in terms of properties. For example, they
could not choose many T-shirts as the material for the

Figure 2 an Android phone (Moto g9 power) installed with
GForceTextileHand to transmit and store data
Bespoke Software

To facilitate the data collection, a bespoke Android app,
called GForceTextileHand App, was built by the author of
this paper. The app was developed to allow the participants
to complete the data collection by themselves at home.
Figure 3 shows the sample user interfaces of the
6

experiment because-shirts are similar in tactile experience.
This defeats our design intention of having a variety of
clothes involved in the experiment

were selected to help the participants understand the
meaning of the properties and give right marks (Table 1).
Participants were required to complete two rounds of the
experiment. The first round was completed with the help of
the researcher via online meeting on Teams and the whole
experiment process was video recorded and saved on
Teams. They were asked to prepare 6 garments in advance.
The second round was carried out on a day of their choice,
and they were asked to choose another six pieces of clothes,
which had not been used in the first round of experiment. In
the second round, they needed to complete the experiment
independently, without the help from researcher. The
reason for this was twofold. First, we aimed to maximize
the amount of data collected from each participant to
facilitate the construction of the model. On the other side,
we also aimed to test the feasibility for participants to use
the wearable on their own. This thesis is part of the UKRI
Textile Circularity Centre project aim to launch a larger
data collection in the months to come and keep building the
dataset using the app developed in this thesis.

3.2.2 Experiment Design

The experiment is carried in the wild as participants were
required to complete the data collection by themselves at
home and take advantage of their richer and diverse
wardrobe. Previous work has been carried out in the lab
using the same material set (6 textiles) for all participants
risking that the computational models built on such small
material sample detect the material type (i.e., the person
touching a particular material) rather than what the material
property a person is assessing independently of the
material. It is a 6*6*2 [clothes x properties x repetitions]
within-subjects design. Six clothes from participants’
wardrobe and 6 properties (Smoothness, Thickness,
Warmth, Flexibility, Softness and Enjoyment) were the
independent variables. People were asked to rate on a scale
of 1 to 7 (e.g., 1= not soft at all and 7=very soft) each of the
property for each of the clothes. The movement data
collected through sensor Armbands placed on both their
lower arms and the rating given by participants in term of
properties were the dependent variables. These variables
were used to build automatic classification models to 1)
automatically infer the type of property being assessed; and
2) to infer the rating a person would give for that property.

3.2.3 Procedure

Before the start of experiment, an information sheet was
sent to all recruited participants, and then sign the consent
form via Redcap if they are willing to participant in the
experiment. After that they received the experiment manual
(see Appendix I) to know about the how to operate the
devices and App as well as the procedure of the experiment.
They were welcomed to ask for help before or during the
data collection process. Participants were met individually,
and the sensors and other experimental devices (see Figure
4) were passed to them outdoor according to the approved
COVID-19 procedure. They needed to use disinfecting
wipes provided to clean the devices to protect themselves
from being infected by the COVID-19.

The selection of properties referred to the previous study
done by Gao [45], but durability was replaced by flexibility
because in previous study it was found that durability was
more challenging to evaluate by touching. Also, customers
are less likely to assess whether a garment was durable by
touching. The rating data for the properties were collected
using Likert questions with choices ranging from 1-7 (Table
1). The word pairs, instead of ‘not at all’ and ‘very high’
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Table 1 Properties to be assessed with cues questions for exploring and rating and word Paris for rating

Properties

Question

Rating Question

Words Pair (7point scale)
Smoothness Please explore how smooth How smooth is this material? Very Rough to Very
the material is.
Smooth
Thickness
Please explore how thick the How thick is this material?
Very Thin to Very
material is.
Thick
Warmth
Please explore how warm the How warm is this material?
Very Cold to Very
material is.
Warm
Flexibility
Please explore how flexible How flexible is this material? Not Flexible at All to
the material is.
Very Flexible
Softness
Please explore how soft the How soft is this material?
Very Hard to Very
material is.
Soft
Enjoyment
What is the most enjoyable How much did you enjoy Not at All to Very
way to touch this material? touching it that way?
Much
Can you now touch it in the
way you enjoy it the most?
The data collection process was divided into two parts:
muscles baseline recording and movement and rating data
collection for clothes material properties. To create a
baseline for the metrics, before starting the data collection,
the app would ask the participant to perform two tasks.

Figure 5 Participants' position during experiment

The first baseline was when hand muscles keep relax, and
another was making muscles with maximum contraction.
The aim of baseline data collection was to check if the
participants were wearing the armbands(sensors) correctly,
in case invalid data was used for analysis and modelling. In
addition, it is also used to compare differences between
participants, as the position of the armbands worn could
vary depending on the individual body shape. For example,
compared with male, female wore armbands closer to their
elbows as their lower arm was not large enough to ensure
the sensors remained close to the skin. The difference on
wearing position can also influence the data collected and
hence such baseline could be used to normalize the data if
necessary. The second part of the experiment was to record
a picture of each clothes, the sensor capturing the hand

Figure 4 devices participants receive for experiment: two
wearable sensors, a phone, chargers, cables, and disinfecting
wipes

When the experiment was deployed, participants were
required to get the 6 clothes for experiment ready and then
sit in front of a table (see Figure 5) where they placed their
computers for the Teams call. This was done to make their
hands and clothes could be easily recorded by via Teams.
Recorded videos were latterly used to explore the hands
movement and better understand the data and results if
needed.
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two arm-hands. to build the machine learning models. 108
clothes were used in the study. One participant (two
experiments) data had to be discarded because the wrong
operation of the participant. Hence, there were 480 points
remain for the analysis. We call this dataset the UCLICTCC dataset. The dataset was automatically collected and
stored in the SQLite local database using the developed app
as they were collected. To extract the data for
preprocessing, the SQLite Studio (version 3.3.3) were
applied, and SQL query scripts were written to exported
target. Pre-processing was done in Python (version 3.8.5)
with Pandas, using Microsoft Visual Studio Code. All code
for processing data can be accessed via GitHub repository
[26].

movement and the participant rating of the property of the
material.
For each clothes, participants needed to take two
photographs of the clothes firstly, one of the clothes itself,
which was used to record the texture and material of the
garment. The second photo was the composition label on
clothes. Before exploring five properties, participants had a
free exploration section in which they get touching clothes
freely and get familiar with the clothes. This was also to
reduce the need for randomization.
Then, participants needed to explore five properties
(smoothness, thickness, warmth, flexibility, and softness) of
the garment with the cue questions (see Table 1). The order
of the property was kept fixed for each garment and each
participant. They order of the properties was not
randomized as we did not want to make the procedure too
complex for the participants and because the aim was not to
run a control study but to build a machine learning model.
Smoothness and softness were placed at the beginning and
end of the section because in past experiments it was found
that participants could be confused at these two words, and
they treat them as similar properties.

All the collected movement data were broken down into the
20 seconds window events and each 20 sec window was
associated with the material property assessed in that time
window and the rating given by the participant for that
property in that time window. Participants number and
clothes information were removed for this study as we
aimed to build person independent and clothes-material
independent recognition model. Such information remains
available for further analysis outside the scope of this paper
(with the written consent of the participant).

For each property, the person was asked to evaluate the
property (e.g., touch the fabric as you want to evaluate such
property. They have 20 seconds after you press start. After
that you will be asked to rate that property for this clothe.
20 seconds was based on previous studies [45][20] as it
allows the participants to use various movements that they
may found suitable for assessing such property and
provided quite a good number of hand movement data for
the model. Longer than that it was found previously that
people would start to be bored and their hand movement not
meaningful. Once they had rated one property, they would
pass to the next one. This was repeated until the last of the 5
properties.

3.1.1 Sample Gestures

Figure 6 shows a plot of the EMG signals of typical
gestures (throw, scratch, stroke, grab, and rub) for exploring
fabrics that might appear in the experiment. These gestures
all have their own patterns, which indicates the possibility
of identifying them via machine learning model. Of course,
these signals may be more complex as the movements of
the participants are more diverse and varied in the
experiment.

The last part of the exploration was about enjoyment, where
the user touched the garment with their preferred gesture to
explore how enjoyment to touch the clothes. Also, they
rated the garment in terms of enjoyment at the end of the
exploration. After one clothes was completed, they repeated
these steps, except for the baseline, until they all six clothes
were done. The exploration time for each individual
exploration is 20 seconds. There was not a specific way or a
right way to touch the textile. They were free to touch the
textile the way you considered it suitable to answer each
specific question. However, because of the online
instruction and video recording, the subjects were asked to
sit in front of a table to carry out the experiment. The final
part of the experiment collecting feedback about the
experimental design itself and the feeling on collecting data
by themselves.

Figure 6 EMG signal plot of sample gestures that may appear
in exploration of textiles.
3.3.2 Ground truth

The rating associated to each hand movement sequence of
data were transformed from 7 levels to 3 levels (e.g., not at
all soft, neutral, very soft) as. This reduction of the selfreported rating was carried out to take into account people
differences in such 7-level self-reports and also the limited

3.3 Dataset and Data pre-processing

The data collection led to 540 (9 participants * 2
experiments * 6 clothes * 5 properties) data points from the
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amount of data for building such granular modelling. The
remapping was done by grouping 1-3 levels into 0 (not at
all), 4 level into 1 (neutral) and 5-7 levels into 2 (very)
level.

models using different combination of sensors data and
hands (I.e., including data from one hand or both hands).
The best results are obtained with the model using both
hands and only EMG data. While the overall performances
between the models are not so different, the model using
both hands and EMG data seems more stable across
properties classification. In the rest of this section, we
hence explore in detail an EMG-only (both hands) model.

3.3.3 Sensor data preparation

Each 20 second data instances were processed to extract
features for building the machine learning model. First of
all, as there was noise (e.g., gymbal lock) in the Euler
Angle data, simple formulas were applied to clean the data
by removing the π-translation that occurred in the data
when this were detected, but not all noise was removed.
The EMG data was rectified before further processing.

Table 2 Classification results using different combination of
sensors

For each exploration section, the first five-second data was
removed from the total 20 seconds data because at the
beginning of each exploration participants’ hand activities
were not relevant to the experiment or sometimes, they
failed to notice that the beginning of the section, leading to
invalid data collected and bias analysis result. The
remaining 15 seconds’ EMG and EU data were divided into
three segments, five seconds for each. This was done to
extract more meaningful statistics for the dynamic
movement.

Table 3 EMG (Both hand) model: Confusion Matrices for the
discriminant analysis for the 5 properties. The top two
confusion matrices (count and %) correspond to the
evaluation on the training set. The bottom two confusion
matrices (count and %) are the results of the cross-validation.

For each segment and for each hand, and each of the 8
EMG channels’ data, three statistic metrics were collected
(max, mean and standard deviation (std)). Similarly, for the
three dimensions of Euler Angle (pitch, yaw, and roll) four
statistic metrics (min, max, mean, and std) were computed.
Min EMG value was not considered because for rectified
EMG data 0 was always the minimum value.

a,c

Classification Results

Predicted Group Membership

Properties
Original

Count

%

Warmth
55

Flexibility
6

Softness
13

Total
288

Thickness

10

190

27

26

35

288

Warmth

58

38

169

16

7

Smooth

8

39

14

191

36

288

Softness

18

66

22

44

138

288

62.8

11.5

19.1

2.1

4.5

100.0

3.5

66.0

9.4

9.0

12.2

100.0

Smooth
Warmth

The features extracted for each sub-window and the
associated 3-level ground truth was then used to build the
classification models. The Discriminant analysis was use as
classification algorithm (using SPSS version 27) build
classification models to explore the feasibility to: i)
automatically recognize what property was being assessed
by the hand movement from the 5 properties smoothness,
thickness, warmth, flexibility, softness) and ii)
automatically infer what rating (over three level) the person
had given to the assessed property for the specific touched
clothes. The results are presented respectively in sections 4
and 5. In this paper, engagement experience was not
investigated and left for future studies. Cross validation was
used to evaluate the models and assess their generalization
capabilities to unseen data.

Crossvalidatedb

Count

20.1

13.2

58.7

5.6

2.4

100.0

Flexibility

2.8

13.5

4.9

66.3

12.5

100.0

Softness

6.3

22.9

7.6

15.3

47.9

100.0

Smooth

167

37

61

6

17

288

Thickness

13

170

36

29

40

288

Warmth

64

43

153

19

9

288

9

43

16

178

42

288

Flexibility
Softness
%

288

Flexibility

Thickness

3.4 Classification models

Smooth
Thickness
181
33

Smooth
Thickness

19

70

23

49

127

288

58.0

12.8

21.2

2.1

5.9

100.0

10.1

4.5

59.0

12.5

13.9

100.0

22.2

14.9

53.1

6.6

3.1

100.0

Flexibility

3.1

14.9

5.6

61.8

14.6

100.0

Softness

6.6

24.3

8.0

17.0

44.1

100.0

Warmth

a. 60.3% of original grouped cases correctly classified.
b. Cross validation is done only for those cases in the analysis. In cross validation, each case is classified by
c. 55.2% of cross-validated grouped cases correctly classified.

Table 3 shows the confusion matrices for the EMG-only (2
hands) model. The top two confusion matrices (count and
%) correspond to the evaluation on the training set. The
bottom two confusion matrices (count and %) shows the
results using a typical cross validation process used to test
generalization capability of the model. For the training
dataset (or grouped cased), a 60.3% of original grouped
cases were correctly classified, while 55.2% of crossvalidated grouped cases correctly classified. These
performances were thought as a positive outcome,
considering the complexity of the of the hand activity and
the variety of clothes used. These results are indeed well
above chance level (20%) across all the five properties. The
results suggest that a model can be built to predict which
property the participant is assessing when interacting with
the clothes by using just electromyograms signals generated

4. RESULTS: INFERRING THE MATERIAL PROPERTY
ASSESSED FROM A PERSON’S HAND MOVEMENT

In this section, we report the results on the automatic
recognition of the textile properties classified by the hand
gestures.
4.1 Classification results

Using SPSS version 27, the discriminant analysis
classification function was applied to the collected data.
Table 2 shows the cross-validation results for different
10

by the user's hand movements. Figure 7 show the results of
the model plotted on the first two discriminant functions (as
discussed later, the model used 4 discriminant functions).
Table 3 shows that the highest accuracy belonged to the
case 'flexibility'. This is because gestures that participants
use to explore the fabric are relatively uniform and very
different from exploring other textile property. By looking
back to the video gathered during the remote call with the
participants, we noticed that when participants explored
how flexible the material was, they usually pull the fabric
with both hands repeatedly. The accuracy for smoothness
and thickness were also relatively high, which were 58%
and 59%. Like flexibility, hand activities were very similar
between participants when exploring these two properties
of the fabric. When exploring smoothness, they like
stroking the fabric. When assessing thickness, they like
rubbing the fabric with thumb and index finger. Warmth
was 53.1% correct, which was lower than the previous three
as there was less agreement between participants when they
were exploring how warm the clothes is. They used
different gestures to test it. Some of them rubbed the
material to test if it was thick enough to keep warm; some
wrapped their hands in fabric to mimic how warm it could
be when the clothes were put on. That was why warmth was
wrongly classified as smoothness and thickness at high
rates, 22.2%, and 14.9%, respectively. The lowest correct
rate was found in softness, which was also resulted from
less common hand movement of participants. When
exploring softness, some participants preferred to touch the
surface of the garment to gently caress it and feel how soft
it is, while others like to grab the fabric to feel how soft it,
and some rub the garment with both hands, and some like to
twist it to test how soft it is for the whole piece instead of
the surface.

discriminant functions to produce the classification reported
above. The blue squares were group centroids which were
Canonical group means, the mean for each group's
canonical observation scores. The larger the difference
between the canonical group means, the better the
predictive power of the canonical discriminant function in
classifying observations.

Figure 8 Plotting of the centroids’ positions over functions 1
and 2.

Figure 9 Plotting of the centroids’ positions over functions 3
and 4.

We can further understand how the model achieved the
discussed predictions through the graphs shown in Figures
8 and 9. Figure 8 shows the performance of the
discriminant Function 1 and Function 2 by plotting the
position of group centroids of five properties. As shown in
Figure 3, the horizontal distance between flexibility and
smoothness is the largest, indicating that function1 was able
to distinguish these two properties better than other pairs of
properties. The vertical distance between flexibility and
softness is the largest which means Function 2 could
distinguish between flexibility and softness well. In other
words, the two cases, flexibility, and softness went in two
different directions, with flexibility going in the positive
direction and softness going in the negative direction. Both
Function 1 and Function 2 can tell flexibility from
thickness, but the accuracy was not as high as the cases

Figure 7 Canonical Discriminant Functions: classification of
the same and centroids for each property along the two main
functions. It should be noted that the model used 4 functions.
The color of the samples (circles) represents its ground truth;
the closest centroid represents the class (one of the 5
properties) assigned by the model to a sample. In the legend:
3=smooth, 4=thickness, 5=warm, 6=Soft, 7=Flexible.

Figure 7 shows how the sample data from each property
group were classified on the two main discriminant
functions. It should be noted that the model used 4
11

Table 4 Structure Matrix for 4 Functions

warmth was both vertically and horizontally close to each
other, meaning that functions 1 and function 2 cannot tell
smoothness from warmth well. From Figure 9, we can see
the distribution of the five group means in dimensions of
Function 3 and Function 4. The group means of thickness
differs noticeably from the other four groups on the
dimension of Function 3. However, for the other four
properties, it was easy for function 3 to make a wrong
prediction on classification for the sample data among
them. On Function 4, these four classifications (flexibility,
smoothness, softness, and warmth) can be better
distinguished, but values of flexibility and thickness are the
same on the axis of Function 4, implying flexibility and
thickness have similar characteristics from the perspective
of function4. These differences between groups on four
functions will hopefully allow us to use these predictors to
distinguish observations in one property group from
observations in another property group. The meaning of
these 4 functions is further explored in the next subsection
by looking at through the loadings of the features on these
functions.
4.2 Loading of the sensors features to the discriminant
functions of model

The canonical structure matrix characterizing the
discriminant analysis model reveals the within-groups
correlations between discriminating variables in the
discriminant functions in the model. The importance of
each independent variable's contribution to the discriminant
function was assessed by comparing correlations and see
how closely a variable is related to each function. In
general, any variables with a correlation of 0.3 or more are
significant.

Figure 10 Boxplot for the mean values for 4 EMG channels for
the hand0 (left hand) and hand1 (right hand) that are highly
correlated with function 1 (table 4: structure matrix). X axis:
3=smooth, 4=thickness, 5=warm, 6=Soft, 7=Flexible

From the table 4, we can see that the EMG signals collected
at Channel 02 and Chanel 03 on the left hand contributed
significantly to Function 1, which means function 1 relied
heavily on the signals collected at these two positions to
predict the classification. The standard deviation (Std) value
and mean value of these two positions EMG data played the
most relevant role. As for the right hand, Channel 07 and

mentioned above. Group centroids of smoothness and
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Channel 08 collected the most relevant EMG signals for
Function 1. These two positions are located at the similar
position of channel 02 and channel 03 on the left hand. This
indicates that this part of muscle played an active role in the
discriminant analysis of this dimension. The differences in
muscle reaction in the position of both hands were greater
when participants were exploring different properties.

other properties. This makes it challenging for Function1 to
distinguish between them based on these variables.
According to Table 4, we can see that Channel 06 and
Channel 07 on the left hand (hand0) and Channel 03 and 04
on the right hand (hand1) are relatively close to Function 3.
Like the four channels in function 1, the mean and standard
deviation of these four channels contribute significantly to
the correct prediction with values ranging from 0.141 to
0.0524. In contrast to this, the maximum values captured
for these channels did not play a vital role in either of the
two functions. This boxplot (see Figure 6) shows the
distribution of the mean values of these four channels
across the five cases on Function 3.

The boxplots showing how these values of the most
significant variables vary from groups on different
dimensions and why different can be distinguished from
each other. Figure 5 demonstrates the sample data varied
from five properties on Function 1, including the mean of
the left-handed Channel 02 and Channel 03 and righthanded channel 07 and 08. As shown in the Figure 10, the
values of the signals of these four channels could be seen to
change significantly as the subjects were exploring these
five features of the fabric. The discriminant function was
very good at differentiating between flexibility and
smoothness, and the boxplot shows that the muscles in
these two positions were more active and variable when the
subjects are assessing flexibility. This results in a wide
range of values. However, when assessing smoothness,
these values were relatively small and fluctuate less,
resulting in more concentrated values. Unlike flexibility,
when participants were touching to feel how smoothness it
was, there was less muscle movement and less fluctuation
in strength in these two positions. This is consistent with
what was observed in the experiment, where participants
preferred to repeatedly pull on the fabric with both hands
when exploring flexibility, with the muscles in the arms
becoming larger as they pulled the fabric apart and smaller
as they released it, which led to a relatively wide range of
values gathered. In contrast to flexibility, when subjects
were doing smoothness exploration, most of them tended to
stroke the fabric, which uses relatively little force compared
to pulling, and the force variation was not as great as that in
the case of flexibility. Therefore, the sensors collected
relatively small and fluctuating data at these two locations
on both hands. In addition, these two properties of the
material have different effects on the variation of hand
movement. Variations in elasticity have a smaller impact on
changes in hand movement than smoothness. Specifically,
when participants were explored smoothness, even though
the smoothness of the material is very different, the change
in hand movement was not to a large degree. However,
when they explored elasticity, the different degrees of
elasticity had a larger effect on hand movement. This may
be another factor that led to a difference in the range and
value of signals on these positions among different
properties. As mentioned above, Figure 8 shows that on
Function 1, warmth and smoothness are harder to be
distinguished. The boxplot (see Figure 10) shows that the
mean for the EMG Ch2 Ch3 Ch7, Ch8 are similar in both
magnitude and range of values for smoothness and warmth,
but they are quite different from the mean values of the

Figure 11 Boxplot for the mean values for 4 EMG channels for
the hand0 (left hand) and hand1 (right hand) that are highly
correlated with function 3 (table 4: structure matrix). X axis:
3=smooth, 4=thickness, 5=warm, 6=Soft, 7=Flexible

It is clearly shown that some of them have a similar
distribution of values, and some are different. Thickness is
the most different from the others, while flexibility is like
softness, and smoothness is similar to warmth. The graph
shows that in thickness, all four variables are relatively
similar in range. This explains why in the scatter plot (see
Figure 9) thickness is so far away from the other four
properties on Function 3 that it can be easily distinguished
and predicted. The results of this analysis also coincide with
the hand movements observed in the experiment as
participants explored the thickness of the fabric.
Participants assessed this attribute by rubbing the fabric
with their index fingers and thumb against each other to feel
the thickness of the fabric. The hand movements in this
position are not very strong compared to other movements,
such as the grab and other movements, and the participants
tended to repeat this hand activity, which is why the range
of value did not fluctuate fiercely. The values and ranges of
the four variables (mean values of four channels) in cases of
smoothness and flexibility are very similar. Because of that,
Functions 3 failed to distinguish between smoothness and
flexibility based on the data collected from left-hand
channels 06 and 07 and right-hand channels 03 and 04.
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Wilks' Lambda test is to test the validity of the discriminant
model and which discriminant function contributes
significantly to the classification process. The closer Wilks'
lambda is to 0, the more the function contributes to the
model. Table 3 provides the result of the test including the
Chi-Square statistic to test the significance of Wilk's
Lambda. If the p-value is less than 0.05, we can conclude
that the corresponding function explains the group
membership well. Table 5 shows that the p-values for all
four functions are 0.00, implying that the four discriminant
analyses are all statistically significant. This result brings
validity to the assessment made on the basis of the loading
of the functions on the metrics computed from the sensors.

property at the time. Tables with the features loading on the
functions are reported in the appendix.
Smoothness

Figure 12 and Tables 6 shows the results for the rating of
smoothness. The accuracy of the classification of the
property rating on training data is 72.2%, while 51.0% of
cross-validated grouped cases correctly classified (Table 6).
It shows that the accuracy rates of all three groups (0:
47.0%, 1: 47.2% and 2: 55.6%) are all above chance level
(33.3%) also for the cross validation. This means that the
model can predict the smoothness of the fabric based on the
EMG signals and EU angle from tactile interaction with
fabric, which in turn means that distinction of smoothness
of textiles affect the participants’ hand movements. The
scatterplot (see Figure 12) of the canonical Discriminant
Functions also shows that the sample data for the three
rating cases were generally clustered in a two-dimensional
model consisting of function1 and fuction2. The distances
between each of the two group centroids are large enough
to distinguish them well. Table 7 shows that performance of
Function 1 and Function 2 are both significant (p < 0.05).
This result brings validity to the assessment made based on
the loading of the functions on the metrics computed from
the sensors.

Given these results, it can be expected that a larger dataset
that would allow more complex machine learning
techniques and features could lead to higher classification
rate. Such study would be necessary to further understand
the validity of the proposed approach and validation to a
variety of in the wild setting (e.g., the clothes being touch
while hanging or while being worn). In addition, in this
model, the movement features were leading to a reduction
in performance. This could be in part due to the noise in the
movement data from the sensors, but also to the limited
features used. It would be interesting to explore the speed
and acceleration of the movement as these are particularly
related to the properties assessed.

Table 6 Confusion Matrices for the discriminant analysis for
the smooth rating. The top two confusion matrices (count and
%) correspond to the evaluation on the training set. The
bottom two confusion matrices (count and %) are the results
of the cross-validation.

Table 5 Model performance
Wilks' Lambda
Test of Function(s)

Wilks' Lambda

Chi-square

Sig.

df

1 through 4

.302

1690.361

192

.000

2 through 4

.575

781.846

141

.000

3 through 4

.742

422.287

92

.000

4

.887

170.162

45

.000

5. Results: Inferring people’s property rating from their
hand movement

When the user explores an attribute of the fabric, their hand
movements varied with change of fabric features or that
precepted by participants. In this section, we explore if the
differences in touching behavior could be used to predict
the participant rating of each property over 3 levels (e.g.,
not at all soft, neutral, very soft). This section reports the
discriminant analysis results of Inferring people’s property
rating from their hand movement. Each property is
modelled separately. As the best models appeared to be
based on the combination of both EMG and Euler angle
using both hands, we report only such model.
EMG and Euler Angle (EU) data collected by the bracelet
were included to verify whether difference in property
rating (3 groups: 0-not at all, 1-a little bit, and 2-very) of
fabrics can be predicted by participants. Overall, the
performances of the automatic classification property rating
models produced interesting positive outcomes for all five
different properties as discussed below. We present one
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Table 8 Confusion Matrices for the discriminant analysis for
the thickness rating. The top two confusion matrices (count
and %) correspond to the evaluation on the training set. The
bottom two confusion matrices (count and %) are the results
of the cross-validation.

Figure 12 Canonical Discriminant Functions (Smooth):
classification of the same and centroids for each rating group
along the two main functions. The color of the samples
(circles) represents its ground truth; the closest centroid
represents the class (one of the 3 rating groups) assigned by
the model to a sample. In the legend: 0=not at all, 1= neutral,
2=very).
Table 7 Model performance of Smooth Rating

Thickness

Figure 13 and Tables 8 shows the results for the rating of
thickness. The accuracy of training dataset classification is
82.3%, and the accuracy of the cross validation is 61.6.1%.
The accuracies of all three cases (0:71.3%, 1: 43.3% and 2:
46.4%) are above chance level, meaning that this model is
able to predict these three cases well. From Table 9, we
found significant difference among three groups on both
Function 1 and Function 2 with p < .05). The results for
classification in thickness is positive, but it may not be very
reliable because the sample data is unevenly distributed
across the three groups. It can be seen that the sample size
for group 1 is 174, while 84 for group 2. The reason for the
smaller amount of data in the '2' group is that the
experiment was conducted in the summer and winter, thick
clothes were absent from the participants’ wardrobes
commonly used during summer. Hence, the clothes selected
for the experiment were relatively thin and not very thick,
resulting in the lack of sample data in ‘2’ group (thick).
This kind of imbalance impedes reliability of model, but it
does not mean the model failed to make prediction.

Figure 13 Canonical Discriminant Functions (Thickness):
classification of the same and centroids for each rating group
along the two main functions. The color of the samples
(circles) represents its ground truth; the closest centroid
represents the class (one of the 3 rating groups) assigned by
the model to a sample. In the legend: 0=not at all, 1= neutral,
2=very).
Table 9 Model performance of Thickness rating

Warmth

Figure 14 and Tables 10 shows the results for the rating of
warmth. For the training dataset (or grouped cased) in
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Table 11 Model performance of Smooth warmth

warmth, a 78.8 % of original grouped cases were correctly
classified, while 49.3 % of cross-validated grouped cases
correctly classified with all groups’ accuracies are above
chance level Figure 14 show that the sample data for the
three rating cases were generally clustered in a twodimensional model consisting of function1 and fuction2.
The distances between centroids are large on both
dimensions, indicating the participants’ hand movement
varied with the degree of warmth they percent from
touching the clothes. The result of testing functions (Table
11) also supports that a significant relationship between
touching behaviour and property rating given by
participants (p < .05).

Flexibility
Figure 15 and Tables 12 shows the results for the rating of
flexibility. 77.1% of cases were correctly classified in
training dataset, while 63.5% cases in cross validation were
classified correctly. This is no group having accuracy that is
lower than chance level. As shown in Figure 14, the
centroids of group 1 and group 2 are almost horizontally
same, which suggests that they are not well differentiated
on function 1. Function 2 does not perform well in
predicting sample data from group 1 and group 2, as their
centroids (group mean) were close together vertically.
However, the combination of function1 and function2 make
them can be discriminated against each other in this model.
The result of functions evaluation (Table 13) indicates that
a significant relationship between touching behaviour and
property rating given by participants over flexibility (p <
.05). The most common gesture used by participants when
testing flexibility was to pull on the fabric with both hands.
Clothes that are more flexible caused distinct change in
hand movements, while those with less flexibility made less
change in the participant's hand movements. This variance
makes the prediction of rating groups based on hand
movements feasible.

Table 10 Confusion Matrices for the discriminant analysis for
the warmth rating.

Table 12 Confusion Matrices for the discriminant analysis for
the flexibility rating.

Figure 14 Canonical Discriminant Functions (Warmth):
classification of the same and centroids for each rating group
along the two main functions. The color of the samples
(circles) represents its ground truth; the closest centroid
represents the class (one of the 3 rating groups) assigned by
the model to a sample. In the legend: 0=not at all, 1= neutral,
2=very).
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Table 14 Confusion Matrices for the discriminant analysis for
the softness rating.

Figure 15 Canonical Discriminant Functions (Flexibility):
classification of the same and centroids for each rating group
along the two main functions. The color of the samples
(circles) represents its ground truth; the closest centroid
represents the class (one of the 3 rating groups) assigned by
the model to a sample. In the legend: 0=not at all, 1= neutral,
2=very).
Table 13 Model performance of Smooth Flexibility

Softness
Figure 16 and Tables 14 shows the results for the rating of
softness. The accuracy of classification is 75.0% in the
originally group cases in warmth, while 53.5 % of crossvalidated grouped cases correctly classified. The correct
rate for all three groups, group 0, group 1, and group2, are
52.4%, 38.9% and 60.55%, respectively. The scatter plot
(see Figure 16) shows that although the centroid (group
mean) of group 1 is not close to the centroids of group 0
and group 2, the dispersion of sample data distribution
makes it challenging to predict. The result in Table 15
means that the performance of both Function 1 and
Function is significant (p < .05), that means the model is
reliable when it is make a prediction on rating group for
property softness.

Figure 16 Canonical Discriminant Functions (Softness):
classification of the same and centroids for each rating group
along the two main functions. The color of the samples
(circles) represents its ground truth; the closest centroid
represents the class (one of the 3 rating groups) assigned by
the model to a sample. In the legend: 0=not at all, 1= neutral,
2=very).
Table 15 Model performance of Smooth Softness

6. DISCUSSION

This project was aimed at studying the feasibility of using
sensors to capture hand movements for the automatic
classification of fabric-hand perception. We aimed at
exploring two main aspects. Firstly, whether it is possible to
detect the fabric property a person is assessing based on
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arm muscle signal and motion data captured when they are
touching fabric. These signals capture information about the
hand movement. A new wearable device was used and
worn on both arms. In previous studies[20][45], it has been
found that different people may have similar touching
behaviour when exploring the same property of a fabric,
and the models they built also successfully make prediction.
Different form previous studies, we run the experiment in
people ‘s home and complete experiment via an application
on their own. Another innovation is that we collected data
from both hands, considering the fact that people do not
only use one hand to explore fabrics in real life. Besides,
we enter participants’ wardrobe and includes a larger
variety of clothes and textiles in experiment. In previous
study, only 6 fabrics were used. This research has shown
positive results in both directions, and this section will
compare the findings with those from past projects. Also, a
discussion on how the findings can be applied in fashion
and fabric fields will be included. The limitations of the
experiment itself, possible improvements and future
research directions will be discussed.

(physical shop), while our model managed to predict data
captured in wild (participants’ home). The failure may be
attributed to too small simple size collected from wild
experiment. Our model may have also gained by the use of
data from both hands. Our results have shown that the
results using both hands data were better than just one hand.
This may be important in a less controlled study than the
one by Wang as participants may touch the fabric more
naturally and engage both hands. But it could also be
resulted from different behaviours of participants in
different scenarios, and this could be a direction for future.
Table 16 Comparison of Accuracy of Cross Validation
between Wang’s Project and this project (%)

Wang
This
51.5
Smoothnes
58.9
Thickness
63.5
61.1
65.4
49.3
Warmth
Flexibility
63.5
Softness
53.5

6.1 Feasibility of inferring fabric-hand perception via
EMG and motion

Compared with Wang's rating classification model [20], it
shows that the performance of the rating classification
model in this project is not that good (Table 16). There are
two possible reasons for this. The first and the main one is
that in Wang's model there are only two categories, low and
high, which means the chance level is 50%, while there are
three categories (0, 1, 2) with chance level for each group is
33.3% in this experiment, which naturally makes the
accuracy of the model lower. In addition, the experimental
setting of Wang's experiment is environmental, where the
subjects are likely to be less disturbed and more focused on
exploring the fabric and give rate with thorough
consideration. In Wang, participants tended to keep the free
hands free to handle the pen to write the answer on the
paper questionnaire. In ours both hands were engaged in
touching the fabric leading to a more natural but possibly
more complex behaviour. Another possible reason is that
there were only four pieces of clothing used in Wang’s
experiment, while in our experiment, there were a total of
96 garments were used in model. The variety of sample
clothes may interfere with the model, as the hand
movement would be more variable.

The success of both models demonstrates that we can use
the hand movements of users collected by wearable sensors
to classify users' intentions when evaluating fabrics, in this
case which property of the clothes material they intend to
assess. The success of first model confirms the findings
from the previous study on the intended gestures that
people use to explore specific attributes. As in previous
study, we found that there is a certain uniformity in
people’s touching behaviour for evaluating a same property,
and also there is differentiation in the gestures they use to
explore different properties
In the experiment, participants were asked to explore five
attributes (Smoothness, Thickness, Warmth, Flexibility, and
Softness) of the fabric with both hands. The model was
successful in detecting all five cases with accuracy for each
case classification well above the chance level (20%).
Although this experiment introduces new fabrics properties,
the results are still in line with previous experimental
results despite our more complex scenario (diverse clothes
and at home data collection). However, in our model, the
EMG signal alone led to better results. It is possible that the
use of speed and acceleration rather than angular position
statistics will contribute better to the model. It also further
confirms the feasibility of automatic recognition of
participants’ fabric hand perception with motion data
captured by sensors as what has been built successfully in
Wang’s and Gao's study [20,45]. However, it should be
noted that properties (flexibility and smoothness) that were
not considered in the Wang's project were introduced in
analysis and model building of this project. Compared to
Gao's experimental results, this result performs better for
both overall and individual attribute classification. In
addition, Gao's model failed in the wild environment

The success of the models on rating property also confirms
findings from Cary’s study [8] that fabrics with different
properties induced different tactile interaction. These
studies found that different fabrics with different properties
induced different gestures to explore the fabrics.
6.2 Predicting people’s perception of fabric properties

Our second research question investigated the possibility to
automatically infer people’s perception of the property of
the textile on a 3-point scale by using the EMG and
movement information. Our results were also above chance
level suggesting the feasibility of the approach. The best
results were obtained for flexibility and then thickness.
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In our study, we build a separate model for each property
with the assumption that the property assessed was known.
In a deployment situation such information may not be
available. Since the model for assessing which property the
person was assessing, we can consider building a two-layer
or hierarchical classification model (properties * rating
classification): the first model infers the property assessed
and such information is that used by the rating-prediction
model to either trigger the specific property-related rating
model to infer the rating value. A similar approach was
suggested in [43] to predict the level of pain during function
movement in people with chronic pain. It is called
hierarchical HAR-PBD architecture and built with graphconvolution and long short-term memory (GC-LSTM)
networks. The first layer of the model is focused on
automatically detecting what a person is doing (Human
activity recognition) using full-body movement data, and in
the second layer it automatically identifies the amount of
pain or fear of pain they may be feeling. Similar machine
learning models can be applied to automatically analyse the
hand of the textile via data captured from people’s hands.
With this kind of tool, designers and companies can quickly
and accurately understand customers’ requirement and
boost to the development of fashion industries and textile
industry.

6.4 Benefits of Remote Studies

6.3 Crowdsourcing and shopping

During experiment, participants were found to had different
interpretations of two properties, warmth and softness.
Taking warmth as an example, when exploring warmth,
some people assess warmth as whether the surface
temperature of the fabric is high or low, while others assess
whether the garment gives them warmth when they wear it.
The former evokes a hand movement usually by touching
the surface of the fabric, while the latter evokes a hand
movement by placing the hand inside the fabric to feel how
warm it is or by measuring whether the fabric is thick
enough to retain warmth. This has an impact not only on the
gesture but also on the subsequent rating section. In future
experiments, there could be clearer definitions of these
terms to prevent participants from behaving quite
differently because of their distinct interpretations of the
terminology. This would increase the uniformity of their
behavior, the data on warmth and softness would be more
concentrated within the group and easier to segment.

This experiment was conducted in the subjects' homes
which they felt more comfortable to stay and could more
realistically simulate the way they would touch the fabric in
their lives. Klepp and Bjerck [23] suggest that when doing
textile-related study, letting participants explore their own
clothes would bring their memory on the clothes. In this
experiment, the participants explored their own that they
already known about, which helped them to assess the
clothes in a short period of time. In addition, doing the
experiment at home allowed more clothes to be included in
the experiments, increasing the variety of the sample
materials and reliability of the model. Additionally, the
experiment explored whether participants could do the data
collection independently, which is a key step in the
implementation of crowdsourcing of fabric-hand perception
via sensors. Unfortunately, many subjects found the process
a little difficult as they found it time consuming. However,
we expect that in a deployment situation the device could
be integrated in a more playful or useful task as supporting
slow and more informed shopping and continue to gather
data to grow the dataset. Others found it difficult because
the connection between the devices was not very stable and
they were unable to complete the data collection smoothly
6.5 Limitation

The findings in this project and previous studies implies
that in the future sensing technology can be applied to
collect data on fabric-hand perception, which can be then
crowdsourced to improve the digital tactile experience. This
technology could be used in online shopping via chatbot to
make a brand-new way of understanding of the tactile
sensation of fabrics accessible to consumers, which
contributes to a better shopping experience as there is not
only text and images information on tactile experience
demonstrated. A deeper understanding of the fabric allows
consumers to think if it can satisfy their requirement on
touching, thus increasing the time they would spend on
making a purchasing decision. In this way they will buy
what they really need, thus reducing the number of
irrationals purchasing decisions influenced by fast fashion
and promoting sustainable consumption.
For fashion designers, the digital tactile experience of
fabrics gives them an objective view of the subjective hand
of the consumer, an additional dimension, which gives them
the opportunity to create products that are more in tune with
the needs of the consumer. Unlike previous questionnaires
or interviews that used in studying the hand of textile, this
allows the people who does not have the specialist
knowledge of the fabric to provide valuable reference
information as the data is captured via sensing technology.
In addition, digital tactile experience also boots the textile
communication among stakeholders from fashion industry
and textile industry.

Secondly, ratings can be influenced by the choice of
clothing. It was found that when participants rated the
clothes, they may have compared the clothes they were
currently testing with other clothes selected for the
experiment, particularly fabrics that they had already
touched, and then rated them rather than comparing them
entirely from a cognitive perspective or in relation to
previous touch experiences. For example, if a very thick
coat is used in the experiment, the rating for thickness of
the other clothes will be rated lower, whereas the rating for
thickness of the other clothes will be rated higher. This
could be addressed in future experiments by increasing the
number and variety of garments. Alternatively, there could
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be some scoring criteria to prompt users to give more
accurate and reasonable scores.

textiles or textile-based products, which help them produce
products that are more preferred by customers.

Thirdly, it was observed that during the experiment, when
the subjects bent their arms, for example, the deformation
of the flesh or muscle tissue on the arm would create a gap
between the bracelet and the arm, which would cause noise
and anomalies in the data collected. This issue could be fed
back to the supplier of the sensors for them to improve the
industrial design of the device. Another point that could be
improved is that although the device is adjustable in design,
it is still too large for some people to wear in its smallest
state.
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